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Ready to go

Delivering fast, future 
proof connectivity
Angel Gate Occupiers

Angel Gate has undergone a significant upgrade 
to its fibre connectivity infrastructure, to deliver 
fast, reliable and future proof connectivity 
capability for occupiers.

Fibre Infrastructure

The estate has a blown fibre backbone 
installation, which can enable full occupier 
dedicated connectivity of up to 1GB/second 
within 3 working days on pre-fibre connected 
units, and 10 working days for units requiring 
fibre to be blown within these tubings.

Additional Capabilities

The connectivity infrastructure also contains  
a secure dedicated telecoms intake room  
and a communal satellite dish. 

There is also live capability to provide backup 
services via the fixed wireless connectivity, and 
up to a 10GB Layer2 connectivity and Dark fibre 
wavelengths to an Equinix datacentre.

For further information

Please contact Zetta Connect about how  
to get connected at Angel Gate.

Available suppliers

Fast, reliable and 
future proof 
connectivity

Connectivity 
of up to 

1GB/second

Up and running 
as you move in

 
 

Robin Taylor 
020 3947 6590 

info@ZettaConnect.co.uk

mailto:info%40ZettaConnect.co.uk?subject=


Oliver Jay
oliver.jay@colliers.com

07961 104 125

Emma Higgins
emma.higgins@colliers.com

07769 605295

Colin Povey
cpovey@thompsonyates.co.uk

07956 591 625

Colin Yates
cyates@thompsonyates.co.uk

07771 597 780

Colliers International and Thompson Yates give notice that these particulars are set out as a general outline only for the guidance of intending Purchasers or Lessees 
and do not constitute any part of an offer or contract. Details are given without any responsibility and any intending Purchasers, Lessees or Third Party should not 
rely on them as statements or representations of fact, but must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of them. No person 
in the employment of Colliers International or Thompson Yates has any authority to make any representation or warranty whatsoever in relation to this property. 
December 2020.
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Further information

Other useful 
contacts

http://angelgate-ec1.com
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